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stimulation of phospholipids efflux from SR membranes was
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$MYSQL_DB; DROP TABLE IF EXISTS $DATABASE; CREATE
TABLE $DATABASE (day char(7), month char(3), year char(4))

ENGINE = InnoDB ROW_FORMAT = Dynamic; SELECT
COUNT(*) INTO @numrows FROM $MYSQL_DB.tbl_one; DROP

TABLE IF EXISTS $MYSQL_DB.tbl_two; CREATE TABLE
$MYSQL_DB.tbl_two(value_1 VARCHAR(20), value_2

VARCHAR(20)) ENGINE = InnoDB ROW_FORMAT = Dynamic;
INSERT INTO tbl_two(value_1, value_2) VALUES('jan', 'january'),
('feb', 'february'), ('mar','march'), ('apr', 'april'), ('may','may'),
('jun', 'june'), ('jul', 'july'), ('aug', 'august'), ('sep','september'),

('oct', 'october'),
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